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Abstract

This paper provides background to explore the key objectives of behavioural finance and its determinants which attempt to explain the biases and inefficiencies present in the financial market. The purpose of this paper is to identify some future research issues of the determinants of behavioural finance in correlation to investment strategies and management. The research is based on searching keywords in database in Google Scholar, Elsevier and Emerald on the basis of number of publications and times cited for the respective factor to measure the contributions of active researchers. Considering behavioural finance as emerging area of research in relation with investment strategies many researchers are contributing, making it a significant field of study considering specific determinant. This paper highlights with limited number of literature survey that there is considerable impact of determinants on decision making and need to be studied in depth. Most of the model formulated for analysis purpose in the literatures so far reviewed has some limitations to justify every behavioural factor and variables. Research related to factors which have association with varying time like time varying aggregate risk and variation in return is to be analysed. Finally, this paper will draw unique conclusions across behavioural finance and hypothesise about which determinants within the scope of behavioural finance are likely to yield most influencing research in the near future.
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Introduction

Behavioural finance has focused on the study of the irrationality of investors as well as cognitive process involved in the financial decisions related to savings and investments. Modern finance somehow tries to justify the efficient market hypothesis and assumes that markets are efficient and that agents know the probability distribution of future market risk. Considering the limitations of modern finance regarding justification of investment strategies being followed by investors under different scenario, behavioural finance models are usually developed to explain investor behaviour or market inefficiency when rational models provide no sufficient explanation. Behavioural aspects and psychology often affects the investor’s decisions, which are evident from irrational decisions under the influence of attitude, overreaction, under-reaction, fear, overconfidence, group behaviour etc. In recent years, many researchers in the area of finance and investment have made significant attempts in exploring range of investment strategies like return predictability, determinants of equity prices, performance evaluation and investor’s sentiments. Many of their research works have been accepted in the top journals in the field of financial economics. This shows that behavioural finance is becoming an increasingly significant area for research.

This paper begins the review of past and recent studies to explore the association of behavioural factors influencing the investment decision with the returns through investments and savings. The findings through literature of the study are then presented and discussed to identify any gaps and scope for further study. The paper concludes with a summary of the main findings of the study, their implications and future scope of research, as well as a consideration of the limitations of the study if any.

Broad Literature Survey

Attitude: Behavioural Finance is one of the dynamic and fully developed fields and in recent years there have been many discussions about savings and growth especially considering demographic factors. It has been investigated that demographic determinants are effective in investment and saving inclination of individuals. The individual risk attitudes are related to interpersonal conflict. It has been found that that the difference in risk attitudes between two individuals is significantly and positively related to the presence of interpersonal conflict between them. Even the investments by enterprises are driven by the attitude of the individual entrepreneurs influenced by the accessibility skilled workforce, costs and competitions. Along with the attitude, the benefits of collective investment results in efficient diversification of risk, professional management of savings, availability and expansion of investment opportunities for small investors.
**Fear and Insecurity:** Behavioural finance is one of the significant areas of research as many of the papers are new and emerging in nature and have limited review papers. With consolidation of financial market across the world the importance of behavioural factor like fear and insecurity plays an important role while making investment or saving plan. There is strong relationship between economic development, investments, savings, insecurity and social conditions. The negative price movements in the markets are triggered by external as well as internal factors in our society that creates fear for future among investors. This is parameterized by a “fear factor” defining the frequency of synchronized events. Many research results evidenced that VIX is the gauge of investor fear, where in the expected stock market volatility rises when the given market is declined. Which implied volatility as the investor fear gauge or/and forward-looking expectation of future stock market volatility within emerging markets setting-India VIX.

**Group or Herd Behaviour**

Factors like anxiety, interests in financial issues, decision styles, need for precautionary savings, and spending tendency as self-stated attitudes and behaviours for a range of daily financial affairs. Group dynamics plays an important role in making decisions related to investment plan and strategies, thus there is need of specific business models to include group behaviour of individual investors. The herd behaviour of investors represents a significant cause of speculative bubbles which implies that investors are taking similar trading decisions which may lead to deviations of the stocks prices from their fundamental value. Similar study on European market performed between the period between 2003 and 2011 analyses the relationship between herd behaviour and investor sentiment, an area that has been little explored. Examining these herd behaviour of investors in the stock market fund managers and financial agents formulate investment strategies and analysing the causality tests. Neural study of individual investors performed revealed modulation of the brain circuits that regulate trade behaviour under different market conditions. For any decision related to investment and savings or any asset preference that might bias the decision, the brain regions associated with cognitive processing that supports order decisions were identified.

**Learning**

Functioning of financial markets found to be strongly correlated with the financial behaviour of individuals which have been traditionally in experimentation phase with economics and psychology which motivates for empirical analysis and study. It is common for corporations to show learning behaviour with other firms in decision making related to investment strategy, growth opportunities, external environment and strategy related to consumer demand. Financial tools like augmented genetic learning algorithm (FLOWER), Tree Induction and Rule Induction are some of the basic learning data mining tools for some of the difficult financial prediction problem. The proportion of positive investment decision associated with individual investors found to be highly correlated with individual having fair degree of information about the investment strategy and kind of return expected. Further research includes a greater range of decision choices as well as kind of decision-associated information available. Professional learning is a critical component of ongoing improvement in making decision as a significant predictor and helps in valuation of investment opportunities.

**Overconfidence:** Learning any new concept requires understanding the gap between what already known and what one hopes to know and needs self assessment to identify the gap. Sometimes self-assessment leads to overconfidence, which often leads to making poor choices or decisions and create obstacles in learning process. Overconfidence can be characterised as unwarranted faith in one’s intuition, judgments, and decision taking capability. Many psychological and experimental studies on overconfidence bias showed that overconfident investors overreact to their private signal. The decision related to financial investment and savings at individual or enterprise level are influenced by cognitive processes and overconfidence is one of the factor which may lead to making mistakes in decisions. Impact of overconfidence on investor’s opinion can lead to economic bubbles that may severely affect the stock market.

**Over-reaction:** One of the famous investment market anomalies is overreaction, in which investors tend to give excess importance to recent information as compared to that of past when making saving or investment decisions. Overreactions are associated with irrational behaviour of investors who reacts and takes decisions on the basis of latest available information. Such overreactions lead price corrections which have significant impact on deviations of the asset prices from their fundamental value.

**Perception:** Garling et al. studied that the perception of risk is an important part of financial decision-making process and it is affected by many variables such as demographics and personality. Individual’s perception of risk is correlated with loss one side while profit on the other, which is influenced by many factors like cognitive as well as emotional. It is important to note that many of the control variables like personal income, economic freedom, decision taking and education attainment are positively correlated with the perception of an individual. Although investors need to be compensated for some aspects of perceived risk this does not apply to all dimensions of perceived risk. In particular there is little evidence that individual investors want compensation for volatility of returns.
Conclusion

This paper tries to evaluate the determinants of behavioural factors in decision making. Capability of an individual or enterprise representative in their capacity regarding investment or saving strategies. The implications of the findings from the above literature review in the area of behavioural science and investments are as follows: The research in area of behavioural finance has attracted many researchers and scholars considering it an emerging area with huge scope of study and findings. It has been found that there is huge scope for further research in region and country specific as most of the research are concentrated in USA, China, Spain, Germany, Israel, Australia. Thus, provides scope for research in India and other South-East Asian countries.

Most of the papers so far reviewed have considered behavioural factors which have considerable impact on making decisions like investment and savings are limited to attitude, fear, overreaction, under-reaction, overconfidence and group behaviour. While the factors like emotional intelligence, perception, learning, personality, under-reaction and sentiments have limited study. Thus these factors to be considered and should be studied in depth for taking investment decisions. This provides further scope for research taking these variables.

It is required to investigate in detail the relationship of risk taking capability of an individual and its relationship with actual behaviour, relationship of actual behaviour with self-stated, correlation of changes in attitude and perception over one’s life cycle. The impact of ageing and time, and hence for each individual all factors cannot remain same and changes will also be disproportionate. Further, categorisation related to earning capacity and profession will help to further find the impact of other factors on investment strategies.

Every model formulated for analysis purpose in the literatures so far reviewed has some limitations to justify every behavioural factor and variables. Research related to factors which have association with varying time like time varying aggregate risk and variation in return is to be analysed. Nonlinearity in the model provides future scope of research in same area, other investment and saving avenues like banks, postal, bonds, commodity, forex, impact of unorganised factors and investment strategies should also be included for the given region of study.

Many papers reviewed so far, it is found that methods developed within psychology and sociology have not had the same degree of influence on investment strategies as is expected on the basis of formulated models and research done. Behavioural finance in its nascent stage may have started as a multidisciplinary with many behavioural factors and determinants with its own learned societies, journals and conferences. However, this discipline is still developing and continues to develop new methods, process and ideas from other disciplines and region specific factors like demographics and culture.
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